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to FinAlly receive A mAgAzine through the door 
thAt i don’t wAnt to recycle strAight AwAy. i 

hAve just sAt down At breAkFAst And reAd your 
mAgAzine From cover to cover. well written, 

edited, designed And Produced. i’m looking 
ForwArd to the next issue...

Best, Nic 

 just Picked uP A coPy oF the moment 
mAgAzine todAy. most interesting!!!! A very nice 
chAnge From mAny oF the ‘Freebie’ mAgs. well 
done. Thanks, Steve 

your mAgAzine is FAntAstic! 
brilliAntly written And designed. 
cAn’t believe it’s delivered to our 

door For Free! thAnk you.
Jo 

  deAr moment 
mAgAzine,

 the moment hAs 
been A very welcome Addition

 to my coFFee tAble. it’s 
meticulously Put together, 

looks greAt And tAkes A reFreshing 
look At our locAl culture. it’s 

greAt to hAve A regionAl title with 
nAtionAl cAlibre!
RegaRdS, Phil 

 such A breAth 
oF Fresh Air.



Codename Media Limited    company number: 07352411

T
he Moment magazine has been 
spreading the word about all things 
Greater Peterborough for four years 
now, bringing original interviews, 

entertainment, lifestyle, What's On and much 
more to the city’s population – all with its own 
distinctive voice and look, and completely free of 
charge. With established distribution networks, 
receptive readerships, and proven expertise in 
editorial, photography and design, we believe we 
are in a fantastic position to reach the people of 
Peterborough, Oundle and Stamford.

In January 2014, we formed a partnership 
with Vivacity – the independent, not-for-
profit organisation that manages many of 
Peterborough’s most popular culture and leisure 
facilities. We’ve always been passionate cultural 
ambassadors for the city of Peterborough, but 
now, with Vivacity’s support, we have become 
an official published information source for 
their events, services and projects. These include 
the Key Theatre, Peterborough Museum, Flag 
Fen, Longthorpe Tower, the city's major festivals 
and all of Vivacity's pools, gyms and libraries.

Vivacity’s enthusiasm for The Moment magazine 

and its guiding principle – that Peterborough 
deserves high quality content – has been 
unwavering, and we're immensely proud to be 
working alongside them in an official capacity. 
This collaboration has given us even more scope 
to shout about the best the city and region 
has to offer, in addition to our regular feast of 
interviews, information and insights. We are 
now reaching far wider audiences, doubling our 
print run to 25,000 copies, and achieving more 
comprehensive distribution across the city and 
beyond.

In 2014 we also welcomed Perkins Engines 
as a sponsor. Perkins is one of the city’s 
great institutions – a name that has become 
synonymous with the city, not only because the 
company is a key employer, but because it has also 
been such a driving force in Peterborough’s wider 
cultural life. Perkins provides invaluable support to 
local charities and great annual events that really 
puts the city on the map. We are delighted to have 
had our efforts endorsed by them.

These are exciting times for our region. We look 
forward to working with you in 2015.  
 Mark Wilson, Publisher

The Moment in 2015! 

MEDIA PACK

ContaCt 

Publishing Editor
Mark Wilson

T: +44 [0]1733 810902  
M: +44 [0]7773 772864  

publisher@themomentmagazine.com
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We reach your audience
l The Moment can be picked up in the foyer 

of Peterborough railway station, giving you 

exclusive access to this desirable demographic - 

and in Queensgate shopping centre. Demand 

for the publication always exceeds supply. The 
Moment is entirely unique in that respect.

 

l 25,000 copies of The Moment are 

distributed through a carefully selected 

network of 700+ venues and 10,000 household 

deliveries within the Peterborough, Oundle 

and Stamford area. And combined with the 

immediacy of our content-rich website 

www.themomentmagazine.com we provide 

an editorial environment that will enable you 

to get closer to your customers. Through our 

print and digital platforms, The Moment can 

comfortably reach a combined audience in 

excess of 80,000 readers per issue – such is the 

viral spread of credible content.

We set out to reflect the truly vibrant nature of Peterborough and the region with 
a publication that was produced to the standard of a national, but completely 
free. Put simply, we thought the region was worth it. readers and advertisers 
seem to agree. one commented: "This is the real Peterborough..."
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Lady in Blue
The ciTy’s scariesT 
supernaTural encounTers

Stamford 
market
a uSer’S guide

raiSing 
the roof
flag fen roundhouSe
getS a makeover

Mark Steel
on peTerborough 

and swearing parroTs

www.facebook.com/themomentmagazine @MomentMag

Plus: Halloween events, tHorpe Hall, pet Questions,  

library link and more wHat’s on listings tHan ever before Proud to support The Moment

www.themomentmagazine.com

Why Advertise in The Moment?

l WE GET YOU SEEN
The Moment magazine is a compelling read 
– not a conduit for PR flack or a catalogue 
of advertisements. While many can claim 
their publication gets picked up, The 
Moment is actually read from cover to cover, 
guaranteeing that your adverts get maximum 
exposure.

l WE KEEP YOU THERE
Because The Moment is editorially driven, it 
is kept and referred to over a longer period of 
time – dramatically increasing the life-span of 
your advertising.

l WE DELIVER
10,000 home deliveries and 700+ venues are 
specifically targeted to find you customers. No 
other local magazine can provide such a level of 
penetration.

l WE GET YOU INTO THE RIGHT 
HANDS
The Moment is exclusively available in 
prime positions, such as the main foyer in 
Peterborough Railway Station and alongside 

EXCEPtional 
ValuE For MonEY
On a cost per '000 basis 

(CPM), The Moment offers 
the most competitive 

advertising rates. 

the car park ticket machines in Queensgate 
shopping centre, where it is consumed at a 
significantly faster rate than any competitor 
title. 

l WE DO JUSTICE TO THE CITY
Our high quality editorial and strong 
production values more accurately reflect 
the core values of hardworking, reputable 
businesses throughout our region.

ongoing social media support is an integral 
part of our online strategy, pushing content 

via Facebook, twitter and linkedin, 
ensuring that your audience grows daily as 

we engage with your customers; our sphere 
of influence quickly migrating well beyond 

the print readership.
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TheVital Statistics

Based on the cost of a half page advertisement at £350, the cost per 
thousand readers (CPM) is as little as £5.
Given the quality of our editorial and subsequent levels of reader 
engagement, the CPM represents exceptional value for money.   

CirCulation
Print Circulation 25,000 copies

Digital readership 8401 unique users 
(source: Google analytics Christmas  

edition november 2013-January 2014.)
 

Combined 
Circulation 33,401

rEadErshiP
Print readership 62,500  

(Conservative estimate based on 2.5 readers per copy.)

Digital readership 8401 unique users
(source: Google analytics Christmas  

edition november 2013-January 2014.)
 

Combined readership 
70,901 per issue
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Delivering your message 
Sponsorship opportunities 

Thanks to the generous and overwhelmingly 
positive way Peterborough has responded to 
The Moment, we are now in a position to 
be able to inspire others – and to help key 
collaborators and partners realise their own 
ambitions.

Peterborough is set to grow rapidly over the 
next decade. We believe it deserves to have 
its story told – and in a way that is positive, 
confident and professional. We are playing 
our part by connecting people through life-
affirming content – not divisive, sensationalist 
copy, but real stories about real people within 
our diverse communities. These are stories 
that capture the imagination, showing what 
can be done – and what is being done – to 

propel our city towards a bright future.

By becoming a corporate sponsor or partner 

you can help drive the city towards this 

goal, giving a voice to individuals and 

groups that would otherwise be represented 

poorly – or not at all. That means making a 

real difference to the way this city is viewed 

nationwide. 

We are already the largest lifestyle publication 

in print – an achievement built on the belief 

that Peterborough deserves the best. We have 

the infrastructure in place to deliver a range of 

messages to a variety of audiences – business 

and general public. 

We are proud to be one of the finest free magazines in the country – but by 
growing together, we make so much more possible.

www.themomentmagazine.com

Padua, North of 
Peterborough

www.facebook.com/themomentmagazine @MomentMag

Festival  
special
Heritage 
WilloW 
levity 
arts Fest  
and more!

Local am-dram groups

Perkins Great 
Eastern Run
Behind the scenes
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Proud to support The Moment

marco cereste 
Why fesTivals MaTTer
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www.themomentmagazine.com
The Moment magazine online is the 

perfect complement to The Moment 

magazine: more content, whenever 

you want it, wherever you are. All 

your favourite articles from the print 

edition can be found online, plus 

archived copies of both The Moment 

and The Business Moment. There’s 

also web-exclusive material you 

won’t find in the magazine, such as 

up-to-the-minute entertainment and 

events news, competitions, style tips 

and interviews. We’re confident that 

The Moment magazine online is a 

resource valued by consumers and 

advertisers alike. 

Linked to the website is our social 

media activity. Regular tweets 

publicising arts and entertainment in 

and around Peterborough as well as 

content, our reach exceeds far beyond 

the city limits. 

There are various ways to include a web option in your advertisement package, 
just ask our sales team for more information. 

For as little as £10  
per week, take ownership 

of a skyscraper, 
MPu or leaderboard 

advertisement. all three 
advertising positions for 

just £10 per week!
(*only available to existing on-page advertisers.)
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Competition offer
Placing a competition with us, and supplying a competition prize, is the 
perfect way to enhance your existing advertising. our competitions have 
excellent reach, too, attracting in excess of 1,000 entries. 

online competitions generate raised awareness with 
a different sector of our readership; create positive 
brand association between your business and your 
competition prize; generate a buzz about your products 
and services; and give people the opportunity to gain 
something that they value – directly from you. 

The prize could be anything, from a day at a spa to grooming products – but it 
doesn’t have to cost a lot. something that has brand value, a luxury or a treat 
that people might not usually buy for themselves, can often prove the most 
popular kind of giveaway. 
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adVErtisEr

Testimonials
As a new business we were looking for appropriate places to 
advertise. it was therefore lovely to find a publication who 
was actually interested in our business and helping us get to 
customers at a crucial time. the magazine has excellent editorials 
because they use professional writers and photographers – such a 
high quality for a local magazine. because of that, people actually 
read it! As an advertiser we were noticed . . . And now there is 
also the fabulous website which is such a great addition to the 
‘moment’ family and advertising is taken to a whole new audience.
thank you moment magazine for providing a 
great stage for us to perform on!  
lisa & dave, Vow Bridal gallery, Wansford, Pe8 6Ja

 

we've been working together with the moment magazine 
for just over one year now, and in that time i have found the 
service to be very good. with an eye for detail the advert 
designs fit exactly what we are looking for and the reach of 
the magazine means we can engage with new clients whose 
ages vary - much the same as our existing customers. 
this year we have a regular feature on excursions 
and holidays within the publication; with that type 
of support and exposure we'll really be able to 
reinforce our brand and identity still further!  
aled evans, impression holidays & excursions ltd

working with the moment magazine over the last couple 
of years has been a real pleasure! each new issue reveals 

Peterborough to be a vibrant city with a fantastic cultural 
offer. we are delighted to feature regularly in their editorial 
and their support has without doubt increased our profile 
and helped us sell out several major concerts this year!  
Claire hailey, Peterborough Sings!

At the first meeting i had with les from the moment 
magazine, i felt it was a good publication but not one 
we needed. i decided to try it and have since gone on 
to enjoy very positive feedback from customers who 
said they saw us in the publication, which in turn has 
resulted in us committing to the magazine long-term. 
in short, we experience very good  service and 
an excellent understanding of what is required 
for our ongoing marketing campaign.  
andy lobb, director Partner at The lampshade 
Warehouse lighting Outlet, Peterborough

what a refreshing outlook the moment team have! mark 
and his team were an absolute delight to work with right 
from the start. we were going through a rebranding which 
made grasping the concept of our business slightly tricky, 
but the writer completely understood the message we 
wished to convey, after only a ten minute conversation. the 
piece they wrote was without doubt far superior to other 
editorials by local publications, making a very good read 
and generating some very positive feedback and custom. 
the photographer was also very professional, with all the 
modern kit and produced some excellent photographs. 
it’s also very reassuring to communicate with mark, the 

publishing editor throughout the process, especially as 
he shows such passion and complete commitment to 
everything he undertakes. A total joy to work with!  
Becca Brown
Robinsons of Stamford 

I have been advertising with the moment magazine for 
over two years and still think it is the best place for my 
business to have a presence. les really understands 
what we require and i have to say he has delivered.  
one of the best things has been the growth the 
magazine has experienced; we now get nearly 
double the coverage but without any rate increase. 
For an independent business such as Freshwater 
bathrooms it is an ideal partnership.  
Kelly Randall director, Freshwater bathrooms 

we have chosen to run annual marketing campaigns 
within the moment magazine because we feel that it 
is a highly visible publication that closely matches our 
target demographic. the magazine’s coverage of regional 
heritage was reason enough for us to get involved, however 
a trust like ours has to rely on commercial revenue and 
we feel the coverage and exposure we have within the 
publication, via their website and the twitter activity 
undertaken by them, certainly helps to attract new and 
repeat visitors. when considering cost and coverage, 
we feel we get a great return on investment.  
Megan allen
Marketing, communications and events executive
The William Scott abbott Trust, Sacrewell
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the moment magazine sets the standard for promoting the 
culture and heritage of the area. it's trademark is the quality 
articles that celebrate and promote creativity, whether in the 
arts, business, or any other area of public life.  i love the fact it 
inspires positive change, as well as the exciting designs.  
Rich hill
Chair, The green Backyard Board of Trustees

the moment is an outstanding publication which treats 
its readership intelligently and understands the need to 
balance visual with content. the writers really know how 
to engage with their readers and can always find the hook 
that so often other media can’t see. this results in fabulous 
coverage which is often thought provoking and surprising. 
the moment has shown to everyone that Peterborough 
is a vibrant dynamic place to live, and does more for 
tourism and the profile of Peterborough than any other 
publication. the city needs to support this publication 
financially. it is our best consumer asset and without it 
we lose a brilliant shop window for Peterborough.
i love everything about the business moment, both as a 
Pr professional and reader. the format, the content, the 
aspiration. just brilliant. like its sister publication this 
shows our city as a city to be taken seriously, a city to be 
proud of and a city to invest in and work in. the editorial 
team are a joy to work with and aren’t a pushover in any 
way. this is a must have for any corporate Pr and i hope 
the publication goes from strength to strength. 
Sarah Mcghie, development Officer, 
Peterborough Cathedral

in these times of sound bite news, shallow reporting, obsessive 
celebrity fixation and tittle-tattle titillation, it’s good to find a magazine 
that responds to its subject matter with in-depth and interested 
coverage. the moment magazine is one of the few magazines i read 
knowing i’m going to be just slightly the more informed and richer 
for doing so. it’s an important part of our regional media and reaches 
the parts that other mag’s just don’t reach….looks great too. 
Mark Ringer, Willow & levity Festival Organiser

Peterborough has an incredible story, stretching back with over 3,500 
years of human occupation, without even considering the prehistoric 
creatures that inhabited this landscape before. we have links to 
virtually every national event and major story in this island’s history, 
and yet it’s not well enough known. these fascinating stories need 
spreading to as wide an audience as possible, and i’m delighted that 
the moment is such a magnificent cheerleader for Peterborough in 
general and our rich heritage in particular. the coverage is well written 
and intelligent, the production values of a consistently high quality, 
and the team a pleasure to work with. long live the moment! 
Stuart Orme, interpretation Manager, Vivacity heritage

the business moment represents a high quality magazine, 
focussed on the issues, stories, and features that concern 
businesspeople across the city. strong content, photography 
and editorial values ensure that the business moment 
magazine stands out. it’s a fantastic product for Peterborough 
and a valuable tool for the city’s business community. 
Chief executive of Opportunity Peterborough, Neil darwin

have just received the e-shot giving me access to the 
launch issue of the business moment – you should be 
hugely proud. it’s brilliant. At long, long last – a business 
publication that gets behind some of the issues in the 
city and presents a balanced view of how things are.
the editorial approach; design; photography and 
overall presentation is absolutely first class. i 
hope the business community gets behind this and 
supports you. it is a hugely positive addition to all 
that is good about Peterborough. well done!
looking forward to reading it in a more 
leisurely fashion at the weekend….. 
Peter Corder, Managing director, Media Matters

the moment is one of the few local magazines which i look 
forward to. the articles tend to give a good insight into the 
local business community, with more than just superficial 
interviews. it’s always interesting to find out a little more on 
why someone is successful. the images and photography 
always strike me as being of a high quality. A good read!
 iain Crighton, Managing director, 
Crightons of Peterborough ltd

i look forward to the moment each issue…. For insightful, 
interesting and up to date business content from in and around 
Peterborough, it’s definitely the ‘go-to’ magazine.. 
 Mike greene, C4’s The Secret Millionaire

rEadEr
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SCORCHING!
PETERBOROUGH 

ARTS FESTIVALJO CAULFIELD
ON COMEDY ROOTS 
AND RIK MAYALL

THE CITY 
AT WAR
A MAJOR NEW 
WWI EXHIBITION

Proud to support The Moment

HOORAY FOR 
THE HOLS!
SUMMER FUN 
ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS

www.facebook.com/themomentmagazine @MomentMag

aDverTisinG raTes:
Full Page £600
half Page £350
Quarter Page £180
eighth Page £95

iFc £750
obc £850
dPs £1100

aDverTisinG sPeCifiCaTions
a |  doublE PagE sPrEad (dPs)  

bleed (h)303mm x (w)426mm  
trim (h)297mm x (w)420mm  
type area (h)281mm x (w)404mm

b |  Full-PagE 
bleed (h)303mm x (w)216mm  
trim (h)297mm x (w)210mm  
type area (h)281mm x (w)194mm

C |  halF-PagE  
trim area (h)148mm x (w)210mm or 
(h)297mm x (w)105mm, inc 3mm bleed 
type area (h)139mm x (w)194mm  
or (h)281mm x (w)94mm

d |  QuartEr-PagE  
type area  
(h)139mm x (w)94mm or  
(h)68mm x (w)194mm

E |  Eighth-PagE  
type area (h)68mm x (w)94mm

supply format:  
digital files: Pass4Press PdF to PdF/x-1a standard, ePs or tiFF. All 
must be cmyk files.
image resolution: At least 300dpi at 100% at output size whether 
mono or cmyk colour.

typical advertising layout for the moment  magazine 

WeB raTes & sPeCifiCaTions
all siZEs in PiXEls at 72 dPi 
leaderboard: 728x90  £300
MPU: 300x250  £350
square: 250x250  £150
super skyscraper: 300x600  £200
Wide skyscraper: 160x600 £200
skyscraper: 120x600 £200
rectangle: 300x100  £150 
Max size 50kb

Please use the www.pass4press.com website for information that 
will prevent errors and save time ( http://www.ppa.co.uk/resources/
guides-and-standards/production/pass4press/ ). in doing so, you should 
be able to produce error free files. if you have any other queries please 
contact support@atgraphicsuk.com.


